





















































These days Artificial Neural Networks have penetrated into all digital technologies that 
surround us. Mostly every online service like Facebook, Google, Instagram are using 
Artificial Intelligence to build better service for their users. 
Google Self-Driving Car Project that started several years ago already have results as 
driverless cars already moving on the streets of California.  
Artificial Intelligence makes a breakthrough in Medicine as well. Such programs 
already successfully find disease reasons and make clinical decisions.  
Boldly saying, we can expect AI replacing human beings in most spheres of our lives.  
This Thesis idea is to make approach for developing AI for piloting, since the topic is 
not highly developed yet. 
	
	











































































































































































































































































































through	 the	 entire	 network	 towards	 its	 output.	 The	 backpropagation	
mechanism	is	the	opposite	to	feeding	forward	–	feeding	backward.		
	
To	arrange	 learning	process	we	need	 to	propagate	 the	 teaching	sample	













output	 neurons.	 We	 will	 compute	 ∆"# 	 for	 each	 input	 weight	 and	 the	











The	most	 important	 and	 time	 consuming	 step	 in	working	with	Artificial	
Neural	 Networks	 is	 preparing	 data.	 Since	 we	 are	 working	 with	
mathematical	 functions	 it	 is	 not	 possible	 just	 to	 input	 some	 values	 in	
random	format.	 In	machine	 learning	and	 in	neural	networks	 learning,	 in	
particular,	data	should	be	in	right	format.	The	process	of	formatting	the	

















we	get	0.5	 for	middle	gray.	We	apply	 this	 technique	 to	all	 the	 rest	783	







and	 1,	 and	 the	 one	 neuron	 that	 has	 the	 highest	 value,	 is	 winning.	 For	










than	 ten	 thousand	 of	 working	 samples	 for	 simple	 problems.	 But	 more	








contain	 some	 amount	 of	 working	 samples,	 for	 example,	 1000	 images	
which	are	loaded	to	RAM.	After	batch	is	finished,	next	batch	is	loaded.		
	




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Neural	 networks	 are	 quite	 complicated	 tools	 to	 use.	 They	 require	
understanding	lots	of	mathematics	and	logics.	Also,	it	is	necessary	to	know	



















language	 is	 used	 for	 prototyping	 and	 it	 is	 usually	 Python,	 due	 to	 its	










is	much	more	 complicated	 and	 responsible	 task.	 Car	 autopilot	 depends	
more	on	picture	 recognition	 tasks,	while	plane	 task	 requires	more	data	
from	 sensors	 and	 not	 deal	 with	 image	 processing	 at	 all,	 except	 tasks	
related	to	landing	and	taking	off,	where	pilot	actively	observe	current	state	
of	 environment.	 Between	 landing	 and	 taking	 off	 pilot	 is	 guided	only	 by	
signals	of	sensors	like	GPS,	heading,	altitude	indicators.	
	
Since	 plane	 automation	 development	 is	 quite	 time	 and	 resource	




Stable	 flight	 is	 one	 of	 the	 basic	 routine	 of	 a	 flight.	 We	 can	 divide	 the	
simplified	flight	algorithm	into	5	parts:	taking	off,	alignment	to	the	course,	
keeping	the	course,	preparing	to	landing,	landing	itself.	To	keep	the	course	
it	 is	 needed	 to	 stay	 stable	 during	 the	 flight.	 This	 can	 be	 achieved	 by	
controlling	simple	set	of	variables.	To	set	our	task	more	obvious	to	solve,	





altitude,	 pitch,	 roll,	 turn	 rate,	 airspeed.	 This	 set	 of	 variables	 can	 be	
assumed	as	an	environmental	feedback	on	our	actions.	Also,	it	would	be	a	







will	 respond	 us	 with	 decreasing	 height	 and	 increasing	 turn	 rate.	 This	




















Gear	 to	 develop	 our	 piloting	 system.	 Stepping	 forward	we	will	 take	 all	
somehow	 relevant	 variables	 from	 Flight	 Gear.	 It	 is	 not	 necessary,	 but	
neural	 networks	 tend	 to	 pull	 out	 all	 information	 from	 inputs	 and	
independently	decide	which	information	is	relevant	and	which	is	not.	If	the	
input	information	not	affects	the	outputs,	it	will	not	screw	up	our	results,	



































































machine	 can	 capture	 the	 information	 if	 it	 is	 in	 local	 network,	 or	 even	





































































































To	 learn	 the	model,	we	 need	 to	 define	 the	 roles	 of	 each	 variables	 and	
























as	 the	 difference	 between	 previous	 timestamp	 or	 also	 as	 they	 are	 at	
current.	Altitude,	pitch,	 roll,	ground	speed,	vertical	 speed	and	air	 speed	
can	be	represented	as	difference	between	two	timestamps,	current	and	
previous.	 To	 simplify	 learning	 process,	 we	 can	 get	 rid	 of	 throttle	 and	
rudder,	so	the	difference	between	next	time	step	and	current	for	aileron	
and	 elevator	 can	 represent	 label	 samples	 that	 can	 be	 reactions	 for	 the	
situation	in	current	timestamp.		
	





256	 GPU	 cores	 that	 are	 perfect	 for	 processing	 matrix	 and	 computing	





















the	 ANN	 model,	 prototxt	 file	 describing	 working	 process	 of	 learning,	
testing	and	deploying.		
	









After	 capturing	 the	 data	 started	 the	process	 of	 learning	 can	 take	up	 to	
several	days.	Gathering	4	samples	a	second	will	give	14.400	samples	an	
hour.	 To	make	 sure	 that	 the	 neural	 network	will	 remember	 better	 it	 is	
necessary	to	take	at	least	100.000	samples,	which	will	require	more	time.	







how	 already	was	mentioned	 it	 takes	 huge	 amount	 of	work	 and	 lots	 of	




neural	networks	 are	 coming	 into	our	 lives	quite	deeply,	with	 increasing	
computing	 powers	 and	 development	 of	 Artificial	 Intelligence.	 Such	
systems	but	in	more	complex	implementations	will	definitely	conquer	the	
market,	not	only	the	Aircrafts	but	also	other	controlling	systems.	The	proof	









But	even	now	 it	 requires	some	sort	of	 teacher	presented	at	all	 learning	









The	 other	 good	way	would	 be	 to	 start	 implementing	 only	 the	 learning	
systems	 with	 different	 specifications,	 for	 example,	 if	 every	 plane	 that	
performs	flies	these	days	will	be	equipped	with	such	a	system,	in	future	we	
will	have	lots	of	data	that	can	be	used	to	teach	such	systems.	After	that	
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	 	 	 file.write(dataToFlush)	






































































































	 	 	 for	l	in	range(len(data[0])):	
	 	 	 	 X[i][0][0][l]=data[i][l]	
	 	 	 for	l	in	range(len(labels[0])):	
	 	 	 	 y[i][l]=labels[i][l]	
	 print('Done	creating')	
	 dd.io.save('test.h5',	{'data':	X,	'label':	y},	compression=None)	
	 print('Done	writing')	
	 return([X,y])	
	
def	makeh5_2d(data,labels):	
	 X=data	
	 y=labels	
	 dd.io.save('2ddata.h5',	{'data':	X,	'label':	y},	compression=None)	
	 return	0	
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Appendix	4	
Prototxt	file	containing	description	of	network	for	Caffe	
	
name:	"DeepNet"	
layer	{	
		name:	"input"	
		type:	"HDF5Data"	
		top:	"data"	
		top:	"label"	
		include	{	
				phase:	TRAIN	
		}	
		hdf5_data_param	{	
				source:	"way/to/dataset.h5"	
				batch_size:	64	
		}	
}	
	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"ip1"	
		type:	"InnerProduct"	
		bottom:	"data"	
		top:	"ip"	
		inner_product_param	{	
				num_output:	10	
		}	
}	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"Sigmoid1"	
		type:	"Sigmoid"	
		bottom:	"ip1"	
		top:	"Sigmoid1"	
}	
	
	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"ip2"	
		type:	"InnerProduct"	
		bottom:	"Sigmoid1"	
		top:	"ip2"	
		inner_product_param	{	
				num_output:	20	
		}	
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}	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"Sigmoid2"	
		type:	"Sigmoid"	
		bottom:	"ip2"	
		top:	"Sigmoid1"	
}	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"ip3"	
		type:	"InnerProduct"	
		bottom:	"Sigmoid2"	
		top:	"ip3"	
		inner_product_param	{	
				num_output:	10	
		}	
}	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"Sigmoid3"	
		type:	"Sigmoid"	
		bottom:	"ip3"	
		top:	"Sigmoid1"	
}	
	
layer	{	
		name:	"loss"	
		type:	"SigmoidCrossEntropyLoss"	#	"SoftmaxWithLoss"		
		bottom:	"Sigmoid3"	
		bottom:	"label"	
		top:	"loss"	
}	
	
	
Appendix	5	
Prototxt	file	containing	description	of	solver	for	Caffe	
	
#	reduce	learning	rate	after	120	epochs	(60000	iters)	by	factor	0f	10	
#	then	another	factor	of	10	after	10	more	epochs	(5000	iters)	
	
#	The	train/test	net	protocol	buffer	definition	
net:	"way/to/model.prototxt"	
#	test_iter	specifies	how	many	forward	passes	the	test	should	carry	out.	
test_iter:	10	
#	Carry	out	testing	every	1000	training	iterations.	
test_interval:	1000	
#	The	base	learning	rate,	momentum	and	the	weight	decay	of	the	network.	
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base_lr:	0.001	
momentum:	0.9	
#weight_decay:	0.004	
#	The	learning	rate	policy	
lr_policy:	"step"	
gamma:	1	
stepsize:	5000	
#	Display	every	100	iterations	
display:	100	
#	The	maximum	number	of	iterations	
max_iter:	60000	
#	snapshot	intermediate	results	
snapshot:	10000	
snapshot_prefix:	"examples/example_sigmoid"	
#	solver	mode:	CPU	or	GPU	
solver_mode:	GPU	
